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Electronics Primer: The Products, The Markets, The Players (Electronics Primer) is a new handbook that
provides a comprehensive overview of the electronics components that form the building blocks of the global electronics industry. The book is authored by a collaborative student team from Texas A&M University and edited by Texas A&M faculty member M. Laura Kane-Sellers who also holds the office of Education Foundation Director of the NEDA. As an educator and electronics industry executive, I was dismayed to find that there was no quick reference tool on the market that provided a comprehensive and unbiased overview of the many component products that make up the electronics industry shared Kane-Sellers. Having challenged my students to research the various product groups, we soon found that their combined efforts could fill a much needed gap in the libraries of students, educators, engineers and electronics industry executives alike. We took the idea to the executive board at NEDA who recognized the value and invested the support for the creation of this much needed tool. Publication of Electronics Primer was underwritten by a grant from the NEDA Education Foundation, which is affiliated with the National Electronic Distributors Association (NEDA). Readers are saying: This is a book that every distributor sales person should have a copy of. Electronics Primer has the pertinent information that distributors, manufactures, and their customers need to have on hand. This may well become a bible for our industry." Robin Gray Executive Vice President of the NEDA The Electronics Primer is an incredibly comprehensive yet easy to understand introductory guide to the basics of electronics. This valuable tool is a must read for every new inside and outside sales person. It provides an overview of the vast majority of passive and active electronic components. I would recommend this book to anyone entering the electronics industry! Skip Streber, Vice President, Global Semiconductor Supplier Marketing at Arrow Electronics. I've been in this industry now for over 30 years and have yet to see a practical guide to all of the different technologies in the industry as comprehensive and easy to understand as the Electronic Primer. This book should be the core for training any person joining the electronic industry. I recommend it highly! Craig Conrad, Sr. Vice President and Chief Marketing Officer and Strategic Planning Officer for TTI. Electronics Primer is available exclusively for purchase through the National Electronics Distributor Association at www.NEDAssoc.org. Orders placed through this site will be processed by NEDA. A 7% sales tax will apply to deliveries in Georgia. Features and Benefits: A Comprehensive Industry Overview: Electronics Primer is a comprehensive non-technical guide to the electronics industry. It offers product descriptions, features and benefits and the life cycle of a wide variety of components: semiconductors, active discrete and passive electromechanical interconnects. The Primer also provides company names, websites, revenue, and market share information. Semiconductor Components: Analog Connectivity* Data Converters* WiFi* Sensors and Encoders* Blue Tooth* Interface* Fiber Optics* Power Management* Radio Frequency* Signal Conditioning* Microwave Logic* Wireless* Field Programmable Optoelectronics* Discrete Logic* Processors* Memory* Microcontrollers* Volatile* Microprocessors* Nonvolatile* Digital Signal Processors* Active Discrete Components* Diodes and Thyristors* Transistors* Passive Electromechanical Interconnect Components* Switches* Relays and Circuit Breakers* Cooling Equipment* Potentiometers and Trimmers* Filters* Resistors* Capacitors* Power Supply* Connectors The Products: Defines all products in the specific product group in a non-technical, simplified way. Also, this section answers questions such as how customers use the product and what problems the product solves. Includes the primary features the customer uses to make selections about the specific product type. Key Manufacturers, Distributors, and Suppliers: Which manufacturers drive the top 80% of the revenue for these product groups? Company Names, Company Websites, Authorized Distributors, Revenue in $Million, % Market Share
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Learn the same cybermarketing strategies used by industry leaders such as Compaq Computers, Amyway Corporation, Hyatt Hotels, JP Morgan, and Microsoft. Marketing strategist Craig Settles shows you how to increase your business by improving the way you do business! Build brand awareness and loyalty with
online promotions, creative sponsorships and other tactics that get the word out quickly, and create a community of devoted customers; get great direct response with "Buy one, get one free" offers and giveaways - conventional tactics with a cyber-twist that get people to take action now; satisfy information-hungry cybersurfers with briefing papers, "live" seminars, and special reports that make people eager to do business with you; demonstrate and distribute more effectively by letting people see, hear, "touch," and experience your products or services online, and move them closer to the final sale; develop strong relationships with the press and influence your public image through the right combination of e-mail, newsgroups, and online materials; enhance your research capabilities by getting quick, meaningful, and inexpensive feedback online from customers, prospects, key industry people, and even competitors; and expand the level of service and support and reduce costs to your customers, sales people, and re-sellers, while enhancing the quality of your service.
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